
4x4 DEFENCE KITS

Direction-Plus™ Pre-filters are designed specifically to cope 
with extreme weather conditions and poor fuel quality on diesel 
fuel vehicles. If you do off-roading, water crossing and want to 
make sure that the diesel you use is clean go with our Pre-
Filters! We offer a range of Pre-filter kits depending on your 
needs, as Fuel Manager and PreLine-Plus. 

Our Pre-filters meet the specifications set by leading 
manufacturers of diesel fuel injection systems, offering a high 
degree of water separation, protecting the fuel system from 
corrosion, abrasion and costly repairs.

The Direction-Plus ProVent Ultimate Catch Can kits separate 
oil from the blow-by gases by means of an oil separating 
element, reducing the amount of oil in the blow-by gases 
returning to the engine.

Direction-Plus™ Provent Ultimate Catch Can kits are 
designed for specific vehicle applications, containing all the 
required parts to easily fit into the vehicle. For vehicles with no 
fitment, there are universal kits available that can be retro-fitted 
to just about anything.

By installing a ProVent catch can you remove the oil re-
entering the engine, avoiding the soot build-up, preventing 
the intake manifold from being clogged.

The Direction-Plus™ Post-Filters by Fuel Manager are designed 
to cope with poor fuel quality on diesel fuel vehicles, removing 
smaller particles and contamination not captured by the 
factory fuel filter. If you store your fuel in jerry cans, go 
offroading in dusty areas and want to make sure your diesel is 
clean, go with our Post-Filters!

With 2 micron and 5 micron, the post-filters maximise the 
protection of your diesel fuel system against particle 
contamination and injector failure.
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ULTIMATE CATCH CAN KITS

32mm, 14 row fin & plate design allows for extreme cooling
Durable Black powder coat resists oxidisation
75% more performance than a comparable tube and fin design
Internal tubulation for efficient heat transfer 

The NEW & IMPROVED Arctic Black TransChill Transmission Oil 
Cooler Kits are designed specifically to reduce excessive 
transmission heat caused by towing, carrying loads and driving in 
sand, snow, off-road or hot conditions. The new cooler offers:

The Transchill Transmission Oil Cooler can reduce the temperature 
of the ATF by as much as 33oC, and a reduction of just 11o C can 
double the life expectancy of the transmission, ATF and all internal 
components.

TRANSMISSION OIL COOLER KITS



The Direction-Plus™ TR+ Throttle Controller is a compact 
unit that will increase throttle response by adjusting the signal 
sent to the vehicles ECU and eliminating throttle lag, giving 
you more response!

The TR+ has been designed to ensure a high quality product 
that is ideally suited to 4×4 vehicles, with CRAWL and 
BEAST modes. 

The Direction-Plus™ Power Module by Steinbauer is a highly 
advanced, completely programmable electronic computer 
module that optimises boost pressure, ignition timing, injection 
characteristics and the control of actuators,  improving the 
performance of your vehicle with up to 20% more power and 
torque! It has built-in safety features that will help protect your 
investment while increasing performance.
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